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Scanning valuable documents may not be too special for students. However, investing in a scanner to serve needs is not something anyone can do. Now, thanks to the advancement of technology, users can smoothly perform these operations thanks to a smartphone always nearby. One of these excellent applications is CamScanner due to its exceptional
features. Put your phone on a camscanner-only scanner. There is no need to have a high level of information technology; anyone can be a professional scanner. Highly reliable mobile scanning application According to statistics, CamScanner is installed on more than 380 million devices in more than 200 countries around the world. The above figures have
partly shown the popularity of this application in successfully fulfilling its task. With more than 500,000 new registrations every day, the app promises to explode shortly as more and more users. This app is on the list of the top 50 apps you should own on your phone. Post-scan documents often don't deliver good quality, making it harder for users to do so
later. Then, using image cropping algorithms and advanced algorithms, the app will give users a better view when it leads to more transparent images. This is definitely the best solution for scanning documents on your phone. In addition, the app lets you scan, store, sync, and add other content on smartphones, tablets, and PCs. The application brings
excellent features It is difficult for you to scan a rough set of documents and quickly want to finish it. CamScanner will be the perfect choice for you as it saves users a considerable amount of time. Do you have too many types of documents to scan? Do not worry, because the application also allows you to scan and capture all types of paper documents:
receipts, notes, invoices, discussion boards, business cards, certificates, etc. So users will feel satisfied when the application can integrate a lot of features. First, the application creates flexibility for users when handling AirPrint &amp; Fax documents. With a nearby printer, you can instantly print any document in memory through AirPrint. Furthermore, the
application also allows users to edit extended documents, such as creating annotations on documents with full editing tools. In addition, you can also mark your own documents. Quick Search is probably a standout feature to handle when you have too many documents. Now you can save effort when using the card to sort them and easily search. In addition,
for those who sign up, OCR for Search helps you find text in images and notes. Just enter the keyword, you can quickly find the document you want. Does CamScanner support privacy? The answer is yes, because if you want to protect confidential content, you can set a password to display relevant documents. When you send a download link, you can set a
password to help protect it from displaying to others. the application also allows you to synchronised across multiple platforms. Sign up and sync documents on the go. When you become a subscriber, just sign in to any smartphone, tablet, or PC (visit www.camscanner.com) and view, edit, and share any account. Which material. The quality of scanning is
increasingly optimized CamScanner gives users the best experience when scanning documents. Well-known applications are increasingly being improved and improved so that the quality of service is increasingly improved. With cutting-edge technology and intelligent processor automation, the app ensures that text and graphics in documents are scanned
clearly and sharply with the highest color and resolution. Using ocr (optical character recognition) technology, the scan quality will always be the most accurate and clear. As an advanced member, the application processor is able to recognize text in document images and extract it from images for later searching, editing, or sharing. Sharing information in
PDFs or JPEG files today might not be too special. In order to meet these needs, the application has also made changes to keep up with the technological flow. Now you can easily share PDF or JPEG documents with your friends in a variety of ways: posting on social media, sending attachments, or downloading links via email. Advantages of becoming a
subscriber To be an official subscriber to CamScanner, users can experience OCR (Convert images to TXT, images to WORD &amp; images to EXCEL) in the right way. You can also batch download PDFs in web applications and share secure links to documents with others. The scanned task is time-consuming, so you'll be able to add up to 40 additional
coworkers. With a cloud capacity of up to 10 GB, you can freely scan any document without much thought. When scanning in ID mode, users can feel safe because of the high security of the app. In addition, an exclusive feature for users is the ability to remove ads or watermarks, combine two separate documents, create a digital signature, and scan mode.
However, users can still experience the free version if conditions are not allowed. This is an ad-supported version, and scanned documents are created with watermarks and a limit of 30 pages with additional notes. Recording to Evernot or OneDrive is only available for seven days and you have the right to invite up to 10 contributors to a document. When it
comes to saving, the app needs permission to store documents on your phone, permission to use cameras to scan documents, and access your ID. Because to assign a Premium member to a device or to ensure normal use without signing in, CamScanner needs to get your device ID. Now you can make it easier and easier with just a few taps on your
phone. CamScanner brings exciting features to users thanks to applied technological advances. Only phone, you can completely store valuable information or documents. What are you waiting for without Immediately? CamScanner is one of the most popular applications to scan documents today. Currently, the app is available in more than 200 countries
and has received over 50,000 new registrations every day. With CamScanner Pro, users can take pictures of books, contracts, notes, ... and convert them to image files or pdfs for storage on cloud storage. The advantage of this application is the ability to cut pictures professionally and edit photos using intelligent algorithms. This will help to write more clearly
about documents. CamScanner Pro (Full License Key) provides you with advanced features that the free version does not have. You can download it for free and install it using the APK file that we provided in this article. Why should we choose CamScanner Pro? Mobile phones are becoming smarter and support more features for users. In addition to
entertainment features, it is an indispensable tool for exchanging information in a studio or work. In the past, you needed to use a large and expensive scanner to make a copy of a document page. You can now use the smartphone photography feature to do this. CamScanner is a leading application that helps users get quality copies of documents. So why is
this app needed when i can save documents by default? Because one of the advantages of CamScanner that users appreciate is the ability to create high quality images. Even though phones have the most advanced cameras, they still have trouble receiving text. These photos are often difficult to read, especially when printed. CamScanner is the ideal
solution for photodok documents. With intelligent algorithms, the app removes unnecessary details to make the document clearer. The ability to store black and white images is also very impressive, perhaps on the same level as a professional scanner. CamScanner Pro is a paid version of the app that delivers exclusive features and completely eliminates
ads. The main feature of CamScanner High quality imageApp application automatically improves image quality. Scanned documents will be sharper. Photography does not always take place in favorable conditions. Therefore, the application has integrated functions intelligent angle settings, helping to display the text clearly. Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) helps turn images into text for copying or editing. The application allows users to select any text or all text in the image. SyncYou have no worries when your documents are lost. Syncing data in the cloud helps users access it anywhere. In the premium version, users receive 10 GB of free cloud storage and files created with unlimited folders. Sharing
is simpleShared button appears in the top bar to make it easier for users to manipulate. Before sharing documents, users can convert images to PDF, ORC (txt), image (JPG) formats. The application supports sharing via Bluetooth, E-mail, social networking, recording to the cloud sending a fax, ... Smart photoSection of other scanning applications, users you
need to capture documents first with your phone's app and then process them using the software. CamScanner has an integrated shooting function. Image quality is very good even if it is not processed. In addition, the application also supports many advanced photo features to help enhance the user experience. Before you take a picture, you should select
the correct document type to ensure the best quality. The application supports popular photo options such as postcards, PPT, OCR, documents, ID cards and Question Book.Key features For versionAs listed, CamScanner Pro offers features that the free version does not have. Listed below: No Watermark - You can create PDF without Watermark.High
quality images - CamScanner Pro provides you with high quality scanning and for better results. No ads: The Pro version of the app has completely removed the ads so you can experience them without any inconvenience. Evernote / SkyDrive - Unlimited upload to Evernote / SkyDrive.Set password: You can set the password for the file before sending. You
can create collages for many different text pages. How to download and install CamScanner Pro? CamScanner is a basic application for office work. It is also for anyone who wants to convert real documents into multimedia files and send them by email. The app can work well on most Android devices. To install and use, you only need a device with at least
4.0 and 50 MB of free memory. To receive this app, follow the instructions below:Important note: If your device notifies you that the downloaded file is malicious. Don't worry, because it's completely safe. You can install it without damaging the device. Installation instructions with SAI:Download and install the latest SPLIT APK Installer (SAI) ;D ownload file
.apks we provide;Install and open SAI / Select install apk button / Find and select the downloaded file .apks; Wait for the installation to complete. Enjoy! Installation instructions with Lucky PatcherDownload and install the latest application Lucky Patcher; Install and open Lucky Patcher and select 'Rebuild &amp; Install'; Locate and select the .apks file that you
downloaded; Wait for the installation to complete. Note If this does not work, follow the instructions below: Unzim the file, and then open camscanner full version-1.8.apk file. You'll be prompted to download the app from the Play Store. Just minimize it. Then install CamScanner-xxx (latest version) .apk. Start the application. Will say congratulations ......
EpilogueCamScanner facilitates and accelerates the exchange and sharing of documents. Previously, documents were saved by taking regular photos. Currently, with this application, you get brighter and more professional quality images. CamScanner's ability to process text images is truly impressive. That's why this app has always been voted by many
famous technology magazines as the best scanning application mobile devices. Device. Device.
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